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Facile and green production of aqueous graphene
dispersions for biomedical applications†
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We proposed a facile, low cost, and green approach to produce
stable aqueous graphene dispersions from graphite by sonication
in aqueous bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution for biomedical
applications. The production of high-quality graphene was
conﬁrmed using microscopy images, Raman spectroscopy, UV-vis
spectroscopy, and XPS. In addition, ab initio calculations revealed
molecular interactions between graphene and BSA. The processability of aqueous graphene dispersions was demonstrated by fabricating conductive and mechanically robust hydrogel–graphene
materials.
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Graphene consists of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms that form a
one-atom-thick, two-dimensional honeycomb-like hexagonal
structure. Graphene was discovered in 20041 and since then
has found many applications in nanoscience and nanotechnology.2 In particular, graphene has emerged as a functional
material in biomedicine (e.g. gene and drug delivery,3 photothermal therapy,4 biosensing,5 bioimaging and monitoring,6
cell-based studies,7 and as tissue engineering scaﬀolds8)
because of its unique electronic, mechanical, chemical, and
optical properties.
Because most biological media are aqueous,9 the preparation of stable and processable aqueous graphene dispersions
is essential for using graphene in biomedical applications.
However, pristine graphene nanosheets are unstable in
aqueous media and tend to aggregate because of van der
Waals interactions.10 A commonly used approach to make
aqueous graphene dispersions is by liquid-exfoliation of graphite in water using a sonication procedure.11 However, some
exogenous materials (e.g. organic solvents,12 ionic liquids,13
and surfactants14) and sometimes additional experimental
steps (e.g. using electrochemical potentials15) are required to
obtain stable graphene dispersions in water. This approach
has been successful in producing high-quality graphene with
minimized oxide defects. However, toxicity and lack of biocompatibility of the used materials or techniques have restricted
the safe use of produced graphene in biomedical applications.
Another approach for preparing aqueous graphene dispersions
involves reducing (thermally or chemically) water-dispersible
graphene oxide.16 However, the production and reduction of
graphene oxide require the use of toxic or explosive chemicals,
such as sulfuric acid (H2SO4), hydrazine, and potassium permanganate (KMnO4), or long and complicated processes.17 In
addition, the crystalline structure and electronic properties of
the synthesized graphene are not well preserved because of the
formation of defects and the remaining chemical groups in
graphene.18 Therefore, the preparation of stable and processable aqueous graphene dispersions using a facile and green
approach for biomedical applications remains a challenge.
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Here, we propose a facile, green, and inexpensive approach
for preparing stable aqueous graphene dispersions, which
involves the exfoliation and fragmentation of graphite into graphene through sonication in bovine serum albumin (BSA)
aqueous solution. Graphite is a ubiquitous and natural
material, and BSA is a natural protein derived from cow. In
this study, we synthesized and characterized graphene; we also
performed first-principles calculations to understand the
molecular interactions between graphene and BSA during the
graphene production. Furthermore, we demonstrated the functionality of these aqueous graphene dispersions by fabricating
conductive and mechanically robust hybrid hydrogel–graphene
materials.
Graphite was exfoliated and broken down to graphene
under sonication conditions in an aqueous BSA solution
(Fig. 1A). We sonicated the graphite with a power of 15 W cm−2
at 25 °C in which the structural properties of BSA remain
unchanged.19 The acoustic cavitation of ultrasonic waves led to
the formation, development, and collapse of bubbles in water,
which induced shock waves on the graphite that resulted in its
exfoliation and fragmentation. Subsequently, few-layered graphene nanosheets interacted with the BSA molecules, which
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stabilized them in water. The large surface area of hydrophobic
graphene enabled eﬀective adsorption of the hydrophobic segments of BSA, whereas the hydrophilic segments of BSA interacted with water. The concentration of graphene dispersion
could be adjusted by changing the concentration of BSA in the
medium (Fig. 1B). Notably, graphite could not be dispersed in
water in the absence of BSA, which was used as a negative
control in our experiments. The aqueous graphene dispersions
were highly stable, and no aggregation or precipitation of graphene occurred even after storage under ambient conditions
for a couple of months. It is believed that BSA stabilized the
graphene through non-covalent bonding, which has certain
advantages over stabilization through covalent bonding, such
as minimal alterations in the structure and intrinsic properties
of graphene.20 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of the graphene (Fig. 1C) revealed the successful isolation of graphene nanosheets. According to the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 1D), graphene was the
major constituent of aqueous dispersion and a negligible
amount of graphite was observed. In addition, the images
showed that most graphene sheets had a maximum lateral
dimension from tens of nm to a few µm. As shown in Fig. 1E,

Fig. 1 Synthesis, structural and morphological properties of BSA-solution stabilized few-layered graphene. (A) Pictures and schematic representation of the fabrication of aqueous graphene dispersion from graphite. (B) Diﬀerent concentrations of graphene dispersion as a function of BSA
concentration in the medium (*p < 0.05). Representative pictures are shown to the right of the corresponding bars. (C) TEM images of graphene. (D)
SEM images of graphene. (E) AFM image and corresponding height proﬁle of graphene.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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The Raman spectrum of the graphite (Fig. 2A) clearly
showed the D, G, and 2D bands at ∼1328, ∼1578, and
∼2731 cm−1, respectively, which are the characteristic bands of
pristine graphite.21 For synthesized graphene (Fig. 2A), the D,
G, and 2D bands were located at ∼1349, ∼1568, and
∼2700 cm−1, respectively, showing high-quality graphene. The
ratio of the D to G band intensities for graphite, 0.02,

Published on 30 January 2015. Downloaded on 10/08/2015 17:20:56.

we used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to analyze the thickness of the graphene nanosheets after stabilization with BSA.
The height-profile images of the graphene sheets revealed that
they had a thickness of 6.7 ± 4.6 nm, suggesting the presence
of single-layered to few-layered graphene sheets in the aqueous
dispersion. Note that the relatively high thickness of fabricated
graphene is because of the adsorbed BSA on its surface.

Nanoscale

Fig. 2 Characteristics of graphene. (A) Raman spectra for graphite and graphene. The D, G, and 2D bands were detectable for both graphite and
graphene. (B) UV-vis spectra for graphene in water and graphene in DPBS at three diﬀerent concentrations (i.e. 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 mg mL−1). Pictures
of 0.2 mg mL−1 graphene in water and 0.2 mg mL−1 graphene in DPBS are shown at the top right of the plots. (C) C 1s, N 1s, and O 1s XPS analyses
of graphite and graphene. (D) Zeta potentials for graphene in water and graphene in DPBS at diﬀerent pH values.
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increased to 0.15 for graphene, most likely because of an
increase in the number of aromatic domains in graphene compared with graphite.22 Interestingly, the symmetry of the 2D
band was greater for graphene than for graphite. The lack of
2D-band symmetry in graphite is due to the perfect stacking
order of the graphene layers in graphite. The evolution of symmetry in graphene indicates the disruption of the graphite
stacking order23 as a result of graphene production.
We further confirmed the presence of graphene in the
aqueous dispersion using UV-vis spectroscopy. As shown in
Fig. 2B, the largest absorbance peak in the UV-vis spectra was
observed at ∼269 nm for diﬀerent concentrations of graphene
in aqueous medium (i.e. 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 mg mL−1), which is
a characteristic of graphene.24 As shown in Fig. 2C and
Fig. S1,† the N 1s signal was clearly observed in the XPS scan
survey for graphene compared with that for graphite, indicating that BSA was adsorbed on graphene. The atomic concentrations of N 1s for graphite and graphene were 0 and 13.8%,
respectively. Detailed XPS analyses of graphite and graphene
are given in Table S1;† these analyses reveal diﬀerent functional groups on graphene because of the BSA adsorbed on its
surface.
We evaluated the electrostatic colloidal stability of graphene
in both water and Dulbecco’s phosphate-buﬀered saline
(DPBS) solution (a water-based saline solution) by performing
zeta potential measurements under various pH conditions. In
both water and DPBS, the graphene was positively and negatively charged at pH values below and above ∼5, respectively.
Therefore, pH ∼ 5 is considered as the isoelectric point of graphene in water and in DPBS, in which graphene has the lowest
stability in the medium. Such a behavior is similar to that of
BSA in water,24 suggesting that the colloidal stability of graphene is due to the electrostatic repulsion of charged BSA
molecules on graphene. A high zeta potential of ∼+40 mV was
obtained at pH 3.6 for the graphene dispersion in water, indicating excellent colloidal stability of the dispersion. A decrease
in the zeta potential upon decreasing the pH from 3.6 occurs
due to an increase in the ionic strength of water, which
impaired the stability of graphene in water. In DPBS solution,
however, the zeta potential values were lower than those
measured in water (Fig. 2D), which was attributed to the
higher ionic strength of DPBS relative to that of water. The
latter was confirmed by measuring the ionic conductivity of
graphene in water and DPBS solutions at pH ∼ 3.6 (0.513 and
1.105 S m−1, respectively). Despite the low zeta potential values
observed for graphene in DPBS (e.g. −12 mV at pH ∼ 3), no
immediate aggregation of graphene in DPBS was observed
(Fig. 2B, inset), and the corresponding UV-vis spectrum was
almost comparable to that of graphene in water (Fig. 2B).
We drop-casted graphene dispersion (0.2 mg mL−1) on a
glass slide and allowed for water evaporation to make graphene substrates. About 80% of the glass slides were covered
by graphene. As reported in our previous study,8 this amount
of graphene significantly increases the surface roughness of
glass slides. The Young’s modulus of graphene substrates was
∼4 GPa, while that of glass slides was ∼70 GPa.8

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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C2C12 myoblasts cultured on graphene substrates exhibited
high cell viability and proliferation compared to those cultured
on conventional Petri dishes, indicating that the synthesized
graphene possessed biocompatibility suitable for biomedical
applications (Fig. S2†). The viability of muscle cells on graphene was greater than 98% during the 5 days of culture. The
proliferation rate of cells on graphene and that of cells on Petri
dish substrates were not statistically diﬀerent except for 3 days
after the muscle cell culture, when the cells proliferated faster
on the graphene substrate than on the Petri dish. The proliferation rates were 258 ± 7% and 244 ± 9% for the
C2C12 myoblasts proliferated on the graphene and control
substrates, respectively, at day 3 of culture. The latter result is
most likely due to the higher adhesion and spreading of
muscle cells on graphene than on Petri dishes. It is well
known that the adhesion of muscle cells is a prerequisite for
eﬀective cell proliferation and diﬀerentiation.25 Duch et al.
reported that well-dispersed and non-oxidized graphene had
the least in vivo toxicity compared with graphene oxide and
graphene agglomerates.26 Girish et al. recently reported the
biodegradation of graphene in vivo.27 Furthermore, Li et al.
demonstrated that coating graphene oxide with BSA significantly reduced its cytotoxicity with a substantial increase in its
enzymatic biodegradability.28 Taken together, we believe that
our aqueous graphene dispersion may attract considerable
attention in biomedicine, particularly for in vivo applications.
We performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations
to determine the molecular interactions between graphene
and BSA. The peptide sequence of BSA contains 290 hydrophobic (non-polar) and 293 hydrophilic ( polar) amino acids
that are randomly distributed within the BSA peptide chain.29
Here, we hypothesized that only the hydrophobic amino acids
of BSA interacted with graphene during the graphene production. There are eleven types of hydrophobic amino acids in
a BSA molecule, namely alanine (Ala), cysteine (Cys), glycine
(Gly), isoleucine (ILeu), leucine (Leu), methionine (Met),
phenylalanine (Phe), proline (Pro), tryptophan (Tryp), tyrosine
(Tyr), and valine (Val).29 Ala, Gly, ILeu, Leu, and Val are aliphatic amino acids that have saturated hydrocarbons as side
chains, except for Gly. Pro is an imino acid having both imino
and carboxyl groups. Cys and Met are sulfur-containing amino
acids. Phe, Tyr, and Tryp are aromatic amino acids.29 The
molecular interactions between graphene and these amino
acids were studied using binding energy, charge transfer, and
density of states (DOS) analyses, as described below.
The optimized structures of graphene with all underlying
amino acids are shown in Fig. 3A and S3.† The rings of the aromatic amino acids were oriented parallel to the graphene
surface. The calculated binding energies of the amino acid
moieties with graphene are presented in Table S2.† All of the
amino acids were physisorbed on graphene with an intermolecular distance (defined as the distance between the plane of
the graphene and the closest atom of the amino acid to the
graphene) in the range of 2.7–3.9 Å (Table S2†). These findings
indicated that non-covalent interactions (van der Waals and
electrostatic interactions) are primarily dominant among the
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Fig. 3 DFT calculation results for elucidating the molecular interactions of graphene with BSA. (A) Optimized structure of graphene with Ala from
top and side views. White, grey, blue, and red balls represent H, C, N, and O atoms, respectively. (B) Levels of contribution by individual amino acids
of BSA to the stabilization of graphene in water. (C) Isosurface charge density plot of graphene with Ala from top and side views. White, grey, blue,
and red balls represent H, C, N, and O atoms, respectively. (D) Partial charge on amino acids adsorbed on graphene. (E) Total DOS plots of graphene
with Ala. Red and dashed blue lines show the DOS plots of the graphene–amino acid complex and of pristine graphene, respectively.

two entities, essentially due to X–H⋯π (X = C, O, and N) and
π–π stacking interactions of aliphatic and aromatic amino
acids with graphene, respectively. Although such interactions
are weak, they are responsible for the stabilization of various
biomolecules on graphene.30 With regard to the aromatic
amino acids, the trend of binding energies was in the order of
Tryp > Tyr > Phe, which is consistent with a previous theoretical report.31 To determine the contribution of each amino
acid to the peeling of graphene sheets from graphite, the
binding energy values were multiplied by the number of
corresponding amino acids present in BSA. The result shows
the following trend: Leu > Pro > Ala > Cys > Val > Phe > Tyr >
Gly > ILeu > Met > Tryp (Fig. 3B). The architectural aspects of
BSA (e.g. protein structure or folding) may also aﬀect the graphene exfoliation, which were not considered for the calculations because of limited computational capabilities of the
DFT approach.

6440 | Nanoscale, 2015, 7, 6436–6443

The charge density diﬀerence plots are shown in Fig. 3C
and S4.† The values of partial charges on all amino acids are
presented in Fig. 3D. The presence of electronegative atoms,
such as O, N, and S in the aliphatic, imino, and sulfur-containing amino acids, respectively, was responsible for the withdrawal of electrons from the graphene, whereas the aromatic
acids primarily interacted with graphene through aromatic
rings lying parallel to the graphene sheet. Fig. 3E and S5†
show the total DOS of the graphene–amino acid complexes
plotted with reference to pristine graphene. There was no significant distortion at the Fermi level in any of the graphene–
amino acid systems, indicating a non-covalent interaction
between the graphene and the amino acids. The physisorption
of all of the amino acids on the graphene introduced a Fermi
level shift of ∼3–78 meV to higher energy compared to that of
pristine graphene. Overall, the DFT investigation demonstrated
that the aliphatic side chains and aromatic rings in the hydro-
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phobic amino acids of BSA were responsible for the noncovalent interaction of BSA with graphene that enabled the
stabilization of graphene sheets in water. Therefore, it can be
concluded that both hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions in
BSA eﬀectively interacted with graphene and water, respectively
and have significant eﬀects on producing a stable aqueous graphene dispersion. In general, other natural and biocompatible
materials can also be used for the stabilization of graphene
sheets obtained from exfoliated natural graphite in water for
potential biomedical applications as long as they contain both
active hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions in their structure.
It seems that other proteins are good candidates to replace
BSA in graphene production. In this regard, DFT calculations
may reveal useful information on the nature of molecular
interactions between graphene and proteins. In addition, it
would be possible to understand which protein (both structurally and energetically) is the most suitable one for graphene
production. The use of adsorbed proteins on graphene to
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deliver biomolecules, such as genes and drugs, may also be a
great avenue of research in the future.
To demonstrate the functionality of our synthesized graphene for biomedical applications, graphene was used as an
eﬃcient supplementary material to increase the conductivity
and Young’s modulus of hydrophilic hydrogels. For this
purpose, pristine methacrylated gelatin (GelMA) and GelMAgraphene hydrogels were prepared. The methacrylation degree
of GelMA hydrogels and their concentrations were ∼80% and
10% (w/v), respectively. The DC conductivities of all of these
materials are reported in Fig. 4A. The DC current conductance
dramatically increased as graphene was added to the GelMA
hydrogels. The impedance of hydrogels exhibited a similar
trend (Fig. 4B). The higher electrical conductivities of the
GelMA-graphene hydrogels compared with those of the pure
GelMA gels were attributed to the extremely high electrical
conductivity of graphene. Hydrogels have been used in various
biomedical applications owing to their biocompatibility and

Fig. 4 Electrical and Young’s modulus of pure GelMA (10% [w/v]) and GelMA-graphene gels loaded with 0.1 and 0.2 mg mL−1 graphene. (A) I–V
curves for pure GelMA and GelMA gels containing graphene. (B) Impedance values of pure GelMA and hybrid hydrogels including 0.1 and 0.2 mg
mL−1 graphene. The perturbation amplitude was set to be 25 mV. (C) Young’s modulus map, force deformation curves, and Young’s modulus distribution (left to right, respectively) measured by AFM for pure GelMA and for hybrid GelMA graphene hydrogels.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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tunable physical and chemical properties.32 However, hydrogels generally have low electrical conductivity, which limits
their eﬃciency in certain applications.33 For example, electrically conductive hydrogels have a higher performance compared with hydrogels with low conductivity to regulate
behaviors of electro-active cells, such as skeletal muscle,
neural, and cardiac cells and fabricate their tissues constructs.34 In particular, electrical stimulation would be more
eﬀective for cells encapsulated in such conductive hydrogels to
fabricate functional and electrically-responsive tissues.35
Taken together, graphene-hydrogel materials with enhanced
electrical properties have the desired functionality for biomedical applications.
In this investigation, an AFM-based micromechanical
mapping technique was employed to quantify the mechanical
properties of GelMA-graphene hydrogels. The Young’s
modulus for 10% (w/v) pure GelMA was 33.5 ± 6.7 kPa
(Fig. 4C). Because the GelMA was reinforced by graphene, the
Young’s moduli increased to 45.8 ± 9.9 and 46.1 ± 11.2 kPa for
the GelMA-0.1 mg mL−1 graphene and GelMA-0.2 mg mL−1
graphene hydrogels, respectively. The mechanically strong graphene encapsulated in the GelMA hydrogels enhanced the
Young’s moduli of hybrid hydrogels. Diﬀerent cellular behaviors, such as morphology and adhesion, are aﬀected by the
mechanical properties of hydrogels.36 Therefore, tuning the
mechanical properties of hydrogels is of great interest for cellbased studies. Particularly, Young’s modulus of hydrogels is a
key parameter taken into account to regulate stem cell behaviors and direct their diﬀerentiation and fate.37 Hydrogels
having tunable Young’s modulus provide a simple, versatile,
and controllable platform to study mechanobiology and diﬀerentiation of stem cells. In addition, hydrogels with tunable
mechanical properties are desirable for other biomedical
applications, such as materials for electronic-tissue interfaces38 and as bioactuators.39 In this regard, the use of waterdispersible graphene in hydrogels is a useful approach to
provide the mechanically tunable gels with widespread applications in biomedicine.
In summary, we have proposed a facile and green approach
for preparing stable aqueous graphene dispersions suitable for
various biomedical applications. This approach, which is
simply the exfoliation and fragmentation of graphite powder
in an aqueous BSA solution, enabled us to produce stable
aqueous graphene dispersions at low cost and without the
need for hazardous chemicals or tedious experimental procedures. In addition, we demonstrated the processability of
such aqueous graphene dispersions by fabricating GelMA
hydrogel–graphene materials. The fabricated hybrids exhibited
tunable stiﬀness and considerably higher electrical conductivity than did pure GelMA hydrogels.
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